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PCCONLINE 
GROUPS UP 
RUNNING 

WORK 
AND 

The Phase I Patient Centered 
Care Online (PCCO) work groups 
are up and running, housed on 

the vacated fourth floor of McHaney Hall. 
Members of the groups quickly found 
ways to use an array of existing furniture 
~o orgar.ize the former patient rooms ir.to 
functional centers of activity. The lack of 
immediate network connections and 
phones did not hamper their enthusiasm 
to begin planning the PCCO activities. 

The groups and their associate work 
group leaders include: 

• "CareNet" 
Orders Management 
Linda Anderson 

• "OCF!PowerChart" 
Results Retrieval 
Helen Jankowski 

• "OMP' 
Management Analysis 
Cindy Russell and Becky Morton 

•"Profile" 
Medical Records 
Kandis Derenzy 

• "ProVide" 
Ambulatory Clinic group 
Donna Neal l 

• "ADTIEPMS" J -
Patient Management \ _ , 
Butch Tolson. 1 k,f\S\l. 1. .,' ,\' 

U~·" • ' 
Two of the work groups are located at 

the Rock Quarry Center: 

• "HPAIEVMS" 
Patient Finance 
Lynn Idle 

• "IDXtend" 
Windows for IDX 
Scott Stever. 

Teams are being led by consultants 
from First Consulting Group (FCG). Team 
members include consultants from 
Gerner, IDX and FCG as well as user 
analysts, information support analysts, 
and staff from appropriate areas that will 
be using the new systems. This includes 
radiology, laboratory, clinic and medical 
records personnel; nurses and 
physicians. 
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REPORT FROM THE 
E-MAIL MANAGER 

HSC 

Hank Clark, Computer Project Manager, ITS Network Services 

Over the past few years, electronic mail has become an 
indispensable corporate communications tool-as much so 
as the telephone, maybe more so. (Not many people can read 

a spreadsheet over the phone or have 13,000 numbers stored!) 
In January 1996, the HSC dedicated two full-time employees to 

administer and manage the e-mail infrastructure. Kristi Higgins is a 
Senior Programmer/Analyst and I am the Project Manager for this task. 
We're part of Network Services, managed by Biff Barner. We'd all like 
to remind everyone to report any and all questions and problems to 
the HSC help desk at 882-1063. 

E-mail system administration focuses on two major areas: 
reliability and directory correctness. The two systems with the greatest 
usage in the Health Sciences Center are Novell GroupWise and Lotus 
ccMail. There are 2,585 HSC ccMail accounts and 806 HSC 
Groupwise accounts among the 13,000 addresses available in the e
mail directory. There are also HSC users on ccMail post offices served 
by Campus Computing and University Extension. Both of these 
systems are tightly tied to our network login IDs, which makes them 
difficult to access from points other than our own personal worksta
tions. 

Reliability has improved by monitoring the critical points of the e
mail system: Internet gateways, message delivery processes and the 
Groupwise-to-ccMail gateway. Messages currently flow among 55 
HSC ccMail post offices and 9 GroupWise post offices to Campus, 
Extension and the Internet. Monitoring these processes has lead to 
tremendous strides in providing continuous e-mail delivery within the 
current e-mail system. 

Regular maintenance of message storage increases reliability 
and decreases response time. Automatic maintenance processes 
runs on each ccMail post office once every six working days and once 
<,\ week on the GroupWise post offices. 

..., ~'"' i ectory correctness is a complex issue and continues to be 
prob!e!T!at!c. D!rec!ories are synchr':'n!zed among the four mafn 
campuses, University Extension and the HSC. Not only are names 
synchronized quickly, so are problems. Further complicating the 
process is the fact the Groupwise and ccMail do not automatically 
exchange directory updates. 

A committee with representatives from the four main University 
campuses, Extension and the HSC are preparing an initiative that 
standardizes on a single e-mail/calendaring/groupware product for 
the University system employees, staff and faculty. This initiative will 
be implemented in 1997. From it will come increased messaging 
reliability, ubiquitous client/server e-mail access, a robust directory 
and more user functions. 

Interesting and useful information concerning electronic mail is 
now available from ITS E-Mail Gurus Hank Clark, Computer Project 
Manager, and Kristi Higgins, Senior Computer Programmer/Analyst, 
through the World Wide Web. Their page containing "E-Mail Tips & 
Tricks" can be located at http://mailsvr.hsc.missouri.edu/CCMAIL.HTM. 
Please note that case is important when typing the URL. 

For additional information, direct questions or comments to Hank 
Clark at 884-4794 or by sending email to 
Hank_ Clark@muccmail. missouri. edu. 
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Never mistake motion for action. 
Emest Hemingway 

ICONOGRAPHY 

To help our readers identify those articles of interest to 
them, we have identttied the topic of each article with 
one or more aeons. 

~ Electronic Health C•re Record 
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l±J Orgmnlz:11tlon•I Structure 
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THE COM PLEAT WEBGEEK 

FONT O'PLENTY 

[iS:J Back in the days before the Web came along and gave your friendly 
Ni: neighborhood Webgeek his position here in the luxurious lnfoSphere 
~ editorial suite, high atop the elegant Tour de Louee et le Clerque, I 
wage-slaved away amongst the downtrodden and overlooked in the print 
industry. There, I developed a keen appreciation for the effective and aesthetic 
use of typefaces. Unfortunately, one of the sacrifices we have had to make in 
these early days of the World Wide Web is in the field of fine typography. On 
the Web, it simply ain't there because the technology simply does not support 
it. 

When the Web first came around, browsers gave us all of two choices of 
typeface, a proportionally spaced face and a monospaced face, both of which 
were controlled by the user, not the designer. In an attempt to give us frus
trated typographers some control, Netscape introduced a new HTML tag into 
version 1.1 of Navigator called <font>. • • </font>, which was later 
integrated into Microsoft Internet Explorer and folded into the World Wide Web 
Consortium's HTML 3.2 specification. Although the <font> tag does not give 
you the control over your type you might have in a page layout application like 
PageMaker or QuarkXPress, it does give you some ability to add a little variety 
to your webpage. 

The <font> tag allows you to control three aspects of your type on a 
webpage-the color, the face and the size. The color can be expressed in two 
ways, as the name of one of the basic sixteen colors of a VGA monitor or as a 
color expressed as a hexadecimal triplet. (See the Web version of this article 
at http://www.hsc.missouri.edu!infospherelissue23.html for further information 
about color on the Web.) The face can be expressed as the name of up to 
three typefaces; if the user's system does not have the first typeface specified, 
it moves on to the second and then the third, finally displaying the default 
typeface if none of the specified faces are available .. The size can be ex
pressed as a number from 1 to 6, one being the smallest and 6 the largest, or 
as a number from -6 to +6. All the sizes are in relation to the base size of the 
typeface, corresponding to a font size of 3, which is set by the user, so the size 
parameter does not give the webpage designer the precise point-size control 
of a page layout application. 

Following is an example of the <font> tag in action. 

<font color • •rec!• face • •&elTetica, Palatino, Courier• 
•ise • 6> 
'1'he Quick Brown roz .rumpa over the Lasy Dog. 
</font> 

•. This.is how -it would display .normally without the <font> tag, in the default 
color (black), the default face (Times Roman) and at the default size (12 
point): 

The Quick Brown Fox Jumps Over the Lazy Dog. 

This is how it would display with the <font> tag: 

The Quick Brown Fox Jumps Over the Lazy Dog. 
The color displays here as gray, but on a webpage would be red. Notice 

that the text is in Palatine rather than Helvetica, indicating that the user's 
system did not have a typeface called "Helvetica." 

Those interested in graphic design trivia might be interested to know that 
the term "font," which is commonly used now to refer to a general typeface 
design, technically refers to a typeface of a specific style and at a specific 
point size. For example, Times is the name of a type family, while Times Italic · 
12 point is the name of a font within that family, and Times Roman 12 point is 
the name of a completely separate font within the Times family. This is a 
J1oldover from the days when type was made of slugs of lead, and the com
positor needed trays and trays of these lead slugs to have a single type family. 
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TUESDAY 
NOON 
SEMINARS 

Seminars will be at GL-11 in the 
basement tunnel between the 
Hospital and McHaney Hall on the 
south side of the hall 

September 2 
AdamAsare 

Medical Informatics Fellow 
An Informatics Approach to 
Improving Quality Control and 
Quality Assurance in the 
Clinical Laboratory 

September 9 
Mary Ellen Sievert, Ph.D. 

Professor, Library and 
Information Sciences 
Retraction of Publications in 
the Biomedical Literature: 
Reasons for Retraction and 
Citation to the Publication 

September 16 (Start @ 12:30) 
Coleen Kivlahan, MD 

Associate Chief of Staff Office 
of Clinical Outcomes and 
Medical Management 

September 23 
Santosh Krishna 

Medical Informatics Fellow 
Patient Education for 
Asthmatics: Analysis of 
Controlled Evidence 

September 30 
Mauricio Le6n, MD 

Medical Informatics Fellow 
A Neural Network Client! 
Server System for Decision 
Support 

INFOSPHERE 
WORLD-WIDE 

Our Little Slice of Heaven 
on the Web 

www.hsc.missouri.edu/ 
infosphere 
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A LT E .a :N AT I v~e M e D L 1 N E s ; > 
REL 148 LE T ·o 0 LS? 
Part three .of three 

'.~- , y ,._ , ' ,~> :li~ , ·:. .~ 
In the ·previous two-issues, we .(jiscussed the searching.capabilities of.the 
engin~s . a! various "f~;;MEDLl~E . sites as .weir ask.their· use of the featilr~s of 
the Meoi~l . Subject Headif)gs {M.eSH). ln_.this"issu1;r we will looK m_c)r8'+,:::S • -~ 
s~Cifically at. the strengths: of<'Oyid . when compared with these other systems. 
This' informatioi"ris based-on a_ .study by· Alice Edvvards;' Diane'"Johnson, . 
Maggie Jacobs and Rebecca· g'javes <>f the Information ·Services Department: 
wnich was presented at the poster sessio.n of the MediCal J::ibrary Association 
Confe'rence ~held~at the end of May 0 199V See http://wv.fW.hs'c: ,mjffesoun.e,duf~.~ 
tit>~aiy/does1mla97.html) ·:;; · ~~?J!~ .. .,~~1,· ·: 

:; While .access to the MeSH vocabulary through mapping, tree e~plodes, 
anCI apPlication of subheadings, and easy access to limits by age,' sPE!cies;" ;. 
et6:are ·crucial to Ovid's superiority as '.a'MEDLINE search engine, QVitfalso< F. 
has some other value added features worth mentioning. For example; in most 
MEDL:INE-systems, the journal titles appear only in abbreviated torm.~While~~.¥ 
other systems leave the searcher to guess as to whether Clin Endo:c'~1101 
refers to (;linicAL Endocrinology or Cli~icS IN Endocrinology, Ovid ~[r:lpty 
spells ~he title out: Clinical EndocrinolQ9y. ""' 

Fur;ttier, the Health Sciences LibriiJy has coded locally held jo into 
Ovid, so that it is possible to restrict a~s.earch to local holdings in order to 
retrieve'.p nly those titles available in the MU campus libraries. ' ' .~, 

Another limit now available as an OVid exclusive is the ability to restrict to 
items available el~ptronicalfy)ri"full .text> The coiriJ:>l&te, .text and ima:~· of 
fifteen :c)f,Jt;i~,. prefuier biomedical·1o!:l~lsi ;~including 'New<Ef191~n,d aqumal of 
Medicif!e, :Sciehce, JAMA, and AnnaJs·ollfiternal Medicine, are av.clilab!~ 1994-
date in,Gvid asJhe Core Biomedical tCollection. The, articles in this~·cOllection 
have b'Eien s~leSsty -.integrated".into the~O~id'·MEDLINEfite.l:ffilismeans that 
you can link into the full text of these articles directly from MEDLINE when 
viewing any one of their citations. 

One final advantage of the Ovid system is the availability of databases 
other than MEDLINE. CINAHL, a key resource for nursing and allied health 
literature, is not available free on any of the web sites offering MEDLINE 
services. Some of the sites offering free MEDLINE contain Cancerlit, 
HealthSTAR, and Bioethicsline, but no one service includes all three; and in 
most cases the user must re-enter a search when querying multiple data
bases. Ovid's autosave feature allows the searcher to run a MEDLINE query 
in Cancerlit or HealthSTAR without rekeying, and then offers the opportunity to 
eliminate references already viewed in MEDLINE. 

The information in the MEDLINE database is a constant. Whether a 
particular site's search engine exploits all of the features of MEDLINE is 
extremely variable. The "free" MEDLINE sites, such as American Online, 
Avicenna, HealthGate, Medscape, or Physicians' Online, may be good for 
quick or superficial searching; however, with the availability at one's desktop 
of a powerfully search engine such as Ovid, their use is much more limited. 
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r.::I MEDLINE/ 
~~CINAHL/ 
L...;;:.J PSYCINFO 
WORKSHOP 
SCHEDULE 

September 
Medline 10-11 :30 

Tuesday 9 
Cl NAHL 10-11 :30 

Thursday 18 
PsyclNFO 3:30-5:00 

Wednesday 24 

October 
Med line 3:30-5:00 

Thursday 9 
Cl NAHL 10-11:30 

Wednesday 15 
PsyclNFO 10-11:30 

Wednesday 22 

November 
Medline 10-11 :30 

Wednesday 5 
Cl NAHL 3:30-5 

Tuesday 11 
PsyclNFO 3:30-5 

Monday 17 

You can search journal literature 
on the OVID system using 
Windows or DOS. These work
shops focus on Windows; you 
may request DOS instructions. 
Enrollment is limited to eight each. 
Special dates available. Call 882-
6141 or go to http:// 
www.hsc.missouri.edu/ 
library/docs/wsreg.html to register 
or for more information. 

CONGRATULATIONS 

Aimee Beaver 
Promoted to Manager, University Physicians Business Applications 

David Moxley 
Senior Information Specialist, Health Services Management 

Dan Heaviland 
Senior Computer Programmer, UP Business Applications 

CONFERENCES 

September 6-7, 1997 IAIMS Consortium Meeting: Security and 
Desktop Management Reston, Virginia Columbia-Presbyterian Medical 
Center, New York, NY http://www.cpmc.columbia.edu/misc/iaims 

September 15-17, 1997 Online World Conference & Expo Washington, 
D.C. Online lncorpnrated http://www.onlineinc.com/olworld 

September 15-18, 1997 Utilizing Technology in Training San Francisco, 
California Institute for International Research http://www.newyork.iir.org 

September 23-25, 1997 The Online Information Management Sympo
sium Atlanta, Georgia Influent Technology Group http://www.influent.com 

September 25-26, 1997 Preparing Your Systems for the Millennium: 
Project Y2000 Fremont, California University of California-Berkeley Extension 
http://www.unex.berkeley.edu:4243/nation 

.JACK HAMMER, NETWORK DETECTIVE by Alan Arnold 

Hello, Cube Cz8r? 
Listen, pal, I been waitin' 
a month to get my new 
"PhPie8! ,__.. 
assignment and now I 

~ hear I'm scheduled to ,,) =~=d="" 
Oh,Hammw,il's 

~~ac:~. lA. We've got you - , / 
scheduled for 
electhNt aurwery 
next Wednesday. 

• Surgeryl?ll 
~ What the heck for? 

Takeoff my 
legs??llll? 
You 

~ worthless 
') 1@#%$$01 

%##@111 

Oh, it's only from 
lhehnees 
clown. au~ your -

= :you 
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